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New Government Publications 
 
This is a list of government guidance, consultation papers, etc, on topics relevant to our members, published in the 
previous week. They are all on the web and the web addresses were checked on the Wednesday preceding the date of 
this Bulletin. 
 
 

Prime Minister's Office 
 
Prime Minister sets out roadmap to cautiously ease lockdown restrictions (news release) 

 
 

 
Department for Education 
 
Higher education: free speech and academic freedom (policy paper) 

Government delivers more than one million devices to disadvantaged pupils (news release) 

Mass testing for secondary pupils as all schools and colleges fully reopen from 8 March (news release) 

 
 

Department of Health and Social Care 
 
New technology to help identify those at high risk from COVID-19 (news release) 

 
 

Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government 
 
Government plan to transform Oxford-Cambridge Arc into UK's fastest growing economic region (news release) 

 
 

Northern Ireland Executive 
 
New Text-a-Nurse advice service for young people (news release) 

Dodds extends free access to SME skills programme (news release) 

New strategy for care-experienced children and young people published (news release) 

Legislation protecting private renters extended (news release) 

Minister Hargey announces over £1.3m for public realm school improvements (news release) 

Phased return of pupils to start in March (news release) 

Weir announces further measures to support childcare providers (new release) 

Regional hubs signal new era for Civil Service - Murphy (news release) 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/prime-minister-sets-out-roadmap-to-cautiously-ease-lockdown-restrictions?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_source=de34abff-aa45-4d9c-b1e2-9b57fcc2f7e3&utm_content=daily
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/higher-education-free-speech-and-academic-freedom
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government-delivers-more-than-one-million-devices-to-disadvantaged-pupils?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_source=4580a814-0cfa-41f0-867c-40929d107489&utm_content=daily
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/mass-testing-for-secondary-pupils-as-all-schools-and-colleges-fully-reopenfrom8-march?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_source=29a5efde-ff8d-49b8-a913-b4b01ec49123&utm_content=daily
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/new-technology-to-help-identify-those-at-high-risk-from-covid-19?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_source=3d3fc868-23e0-45dd-a3d8-5529eadcce1c&utm_content=daily
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government-plan-to-transform-oxford-cambridge-arc-into-uk-s-fastest-growing-economic-region
https://www.education-ni.gov.uk/news/new-text-nurse-advice-service-young-people-0
https://www.economy-ni.gov.uk/news/dodds-extends-free-access-sme-skills-programme
https://www.health-ni.gov.uk/news/new-strategy-care-experienced-children-and-young-people-published
https://www.communities-ni.gov.uk/news/legislation-protecting-private-renters-extended
https://www.communities-ni.gov.uk/news/minister-hargey-announces-over-ps13m-public-realm-school-improvements
https://www.education-ni.gov.uk/news/phased-return-pupils-start-march
https://www.education-ni.gov.uk/news/weir-announces-further-measures-support-childcare-providers
https://www.finance-ni.gov.uk/news/regional-hubs-signal-new-era-civil-service-murphy
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Health Minister announces grant funding to improve dental patient throughput (news release) 

Additional funding for foster carers (news release) 

A life deserved: a strategy for looked after children 

Vaccination programme is further extended (news release) 

Modern slavery transparency in supply chains (consultation) 

 
 

Scottish Government 
 
Gradually easing lockdown restrictions: updated strategic framework published (news release) 

Coronavirus (COVID-19): strategic framework update - February 2021 

Understanding the nature of hate crime: report outlines characteristics of victims and perpetrators (news release) 

A study into the characteristics of police recorded hate crime in Scotland 

Cyber resilient Scotland: strategic framework 

Residential rehabilitation provision: survey sets out current capacity in Scotland (news release) 

Residential rehabilitation in Scotland: a status report on current levels of capacity 

Draft guidance brought forward on short-term lets: legislation for licensing scheme withdrawn from Scottish Parliament 
(news release)  

Close contacts to be offered testing: further testing expansion to find asymptomatic cases (news release) 

Funding to tackle poverty and inequality: more than £37 million to support low income households (news release) 

Backing for Feeley Review recommendations: first steps include a £20 million Community Change Fund (news release) 

Coronavirus (COVID-19): modelling the epidemic (issue no. 39) 

Fair work action plan: boosting productivity by developing Scotland as a world-leading Fair Work Nation 

Energy Consumers Commission 2020/2021 work plan 

Energy Consumers Commission 2021/2021 project plan: consultation 

Designing a pilot remote and rural migration scheme: analysis and policy options 

 
 

Welsh Government 
 
Welsh Government sets out mission for more prosperous, equal and greener economy (news release) 

Lockdown to continue for further three weeks as pupils return to school (news release) 

https://www.health-ni.gov.uk/news/health-minister-announces-grant-funding-improve-dental-patient-throughput
https://www.health-ni.gov.uk/news/additional-funding-foster-carers
https://www.health-ni.gov.uk/publications/life-deserved-strategy-looked-after-children
https://www.health-ni.gov.uk/news/vaccination-programme-further-extended
https://www.justice-ni.gov.uk/consultations/modern-slavery-transparency-supply-chains
https://www.gov.scot/news/gradually-easing-lockdown-restrictions/
https://www.gov.scot/binaries/content/documents/govscot/publications/strategy-plan/2021/02/coronavirus-covid-19-strategic-framework-update-february-2021/documents/coronavirus-covid-19-scotlands-strategic-framework-update-february-2021---pdf-version/coronavirus-covid-19-scotlands-strategic-framework-update-february-2021---pdf-version/govscot%3Adocument/COVID-19%2B-%2BScotland%2527s%2BStrategic%2BFramework%2Bupdate%2B-%2BFebruary%2B2021%2B-%2BPDF%2Bversion.pdf
https://www.gov.scot/news/understanding-the-nature-of-hate-crime/
https://www.gov.scot/binaries/content/documents/govscot/publications/research-and-analysis/2021/02/study-characteristics-police-recorded-hate-crime-scotland/documents/study-characteristics-police-recorded-hate-crime-scotland/study-characteristics-police-recorded-hate-crime-scotland/govscot%3Adocument/study-characteristics-police-recorded-hate-crime-scotland.pdf
https://www.gov.scot/binaries/content/documents/govscot/publications/strategy-plan/2021/02/strategic-framework-cyber-resilient-scotland/documents/strategic-framework-cyber-resilient-scotland/strategic-framework-cyber-resilient-scotland/govscot%3Adocument/strategic-framework-cyber-resilient-scotland.pdf
https://www.gov.scot/news/residential-rehabilitation-provision/
https://www.gov.scot/binaries/content/documents/govscot/publications/research-and-analysis/2021/02/residential-rehab-scotland-status-report-current-levels-capacity/documents/residential-rehabilitation-scotland-status-report-current-levels-capacity/residential-rehabilitation-scotland-status-report-current-levels-capacity/govscot%3Adocument/residential-rehabilitation-scotland-status-report-current-levels-capacity.pdf
https://www.gov.scot/news/draft-guidance-brought-forward-on-short-term-lets/
https://www.gov.scot/news/draft-guidance-brought-forward-on-short-term-lets/
https://www.gov.scot/news/close-contacts-to-be-offered-testing/
https://www.gov.scot/news/funding-to-tackle-poverty-and-inequality/
https://www.gov.scot/news/backing-for-feeley-review-recommendations/
https://www.gov.scot/binaries/content/documents/govscot/publications/research-and-analysis/2021/02/coronavirus-covid-19-modelling-epidemic-issue-no-392/documents/coronavirus-covid-19-modelling-epidemic-scotland-issue-no-39/coronavirus-covid-19-modelling-epidemic-scotland-issue-no-39/govscot%3Adocument/coronavirus-covid-19-modelling-epidemic-scotland-issue-no-39.pdf?forceDownload=true
https://www.gov.scot/binaries/content/documents/govscot/publications/strategy-plan/2021/02/fair-work-action-plan/documents/fair-work-action-plan/fair-work-action-plan/govscot%3Adocument/fair-work-action-plan.pdf
https://www.gov.scot/binaries/content/documents/govscot/publications/strategy-plan/2021/02/energy-consumers-commission-2020-2021-work-plan/documents/energy-consumers-commission-2020-2021-work-plan/energy-consumers-commission-2020-2021-work-plan/govscot%3Adocument/energy-consumers-commission-2020-2021-work-plan.pdf?forceDownload=true
https://www.gov.scot/binaries/content/documents/govscot/publications/consultation-paper/2021/02/energy-consumers-commission-2021-2021-project-plan-consultation/documents/energy-consumers-commission-project-plan-2021-2022-consultation/energy-consumers-commission-project-plan-2021-2022-consultation/govscot%3Adocument/energy-consumers-commission-project-plan-2021-2022-consultation.pdf
https://www.gov.scot/binaries/content/documents/govscot/publications/independent-report/2021/02/designing-pilot-remote-rural-migration-scheme-scotland-analysis-policy-options/documents/designing-pilot-remote-rural-migration-scheme-scotland-analysis-policy-options/designing-pilot-remote-rural-migration-scheme-scotland-analysis-policy-options/govscot%3Adocument/designing-pilot-remote-rural-migration-scheme-scotland-analysis-policy-options.pdf
https://gov.wales/welsh-government-sets-out-mission-more-prosperous-equal-and-greener-economy
https://gov.wales/lockdown-continue-further-three-weeks-pupils-return-school
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Emergency funding for flood-hit businesses from Welsh Government (news release) 

Calling all new voters: Now is the perfect time to use your voice to shape the Wales you want (news release) 

20mph speed limit to become a reality on Welsh roads from this summer 

 
 

Back to contents 

 

https://gov.wales/emergency-funding-flood-hit-businesses-welsh-government
https://gov.wales/calling-all-new-voters-now-perfect-time-use-your-voice-shape-wales-you-want
https://gov.wales/20mph-speed-limit-become-reality-welsh-roads-summer
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Government, politics and public administration 

 
Qureshi, Amreen; Morris, Marley; Mort, Lucy Ref No: B57145 

Beyond the hostile environment 

Institute for Public Policy Research (IPPR) 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/dFKv30rwCYF) 

2021     Pages: 40 Publisher’s price: na  

Examines policy options for addressing the perceived adverse impacts on individuals and communities of, what is referred 
to as, the hostile environment approach of the government to people residing in the UK without immigration status, and 
for reforming the current system of immigration enforcement. Draws on interviews with migrants’ rights organisations, 
policy and legal professionals, former government officials, and people with direct experience of the hostile environment. 
Outlines the current policy context and the Home Office’s plans to learn from the failures exposed by the Windrush 
scandal. Presents, discusses and analyses six policy options: repealing the hostile environment; reforming the Home 
Office; introducing an amnesty; securing improved pathways to regularisation; providing access to safe services; 
introducing ID cards. Recommends a programme of policy reform based on: new legislation on checks, charges and data-
sharing; reforms to the operation of the Home Office; and a restructuring of the routes to regularisation for people 
without immigration status. 

 
 
Benton, Eleanor; Power, Anne Ref No: B57148 

Community responses to the coronavirus pandemic: how mutual aid can help 

Centre for Analysis of Social Exclusion (CASE), London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE) 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/CJJL30rwChG) 

2021     Pages: 20 Publisher’s price: na  

Looks at mutual aid groups that responded to the coronavirus (COVID-19) crisis, examining the makeup of the volunteer 
groups, the contributions of volunteers, the people they helped, and how, and what potential longer-term benefits there 
may be. Uses telephone interviews with the organisers and volunteers of 20 groups. Discusses the characteristics of the 
groups and how they operate. Considers the roles played by the mutual aid groups. Assesses the group organisational 
structures. Addresses how the mutual aid groups plan to progress. Identifies a need for community and a sense of 
belonging driving these activities, reinforced by financial need and social isolation. Suggests that mutual aid can bind 
communities and neighbourhoods together and create a sense of belonging to a degree. Argues, however, that there is 
also a need for stronger and wider social infrastructure, such as the NHS. Contends that schools have a substantial role to 
play as part of this social infrastructure, but that more housing, training and jobs in new sustainable fields are also needed 
in order to underpin basic social infrastructure. Concludes, therefore, that mutual aid on its own is not enough. 

 
 
Therivel, Riki Ref No: B57152 

Literature review of impact assessment in governments 

Scottish Government 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/6C2e30rwYnd) 

2021     Pages: 53 Publisher’s price: na ISBN: 9781800046443 

Presents the findings of a literature review of the impact assessment systems of five countries, in order to inform a review 
of Scotland’s impact assessment system. Reviews the literature regarding five types of policy level impact assessments – 

environment, equity, health, regulatory, rural – in: Ireland, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Sweden, and Wales. 
Summarises the legislation and guidance on impact assessment for each country, and explores whether and how the 
impact assessments are integrated. Examines whether impact assessments are carried out as expected, if they are carried 
out at all, their timing, and whether they are more than a formality. Assesses the effectiveness of the impact assessments 
in terms of: whether they lead to changes to policies; whether they increase public participation; whether they improve 
knowledge and learning; the data available about the costs and benefits of impact assessments. Considers the integration 
of impact assessments, and how tensions between different forms of assessments are handled in practice. Reflects on the 
preconditions for effective assessment, and lessons for future assessments. 

 

http://informationservice.idoxgroup.com/iii/customerarea/infoservice/search.do?action=showDocument&refno=B57145
http://ow.ly/dFKv30rwCYF
http://informationservice.idoxgroup.com/iii/customerarea/infoservice/search.do?action=showDocument&refno=B57148
http://ow.ly/CJJL30rwChG
http://informationservice.idoxgroup.com/iii/customerarea/infoservice/search.do?action=showDocument&refno=B57152
http://ow.ly/6C2e30rwYnd
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Gill, Hitchcock Ref No: A66367 

Cracking the cost of cyber crime, IN Public Finance, Jan/Feb 2021, pp48-51 

Journal article. 

 

2021     Pages: 4   

Examines the issue of cyber security in the public sector. Highlights examples of cyber attacks on local government in 
England including: a cyber attack on Hackney London Borough Council (LBC) in October 2020 which hit legacy IT systems 
and caused disruption to public services; a ransomware attack at Redcar and Cleveland Borough Council in February 2020 
which cost the authority more than £10m; and a ‘distributed denial of service’ cyber attack in Islington, where hackers 
overwhelmed the system, rendering it unusable. Highlights the incidence of cyber attacks, costs involved in recovery work 
or replacement systems and the need for additional security to prevent repeat attacks. Notes that insurance and risk 
management firm Gallagher found that UK councils were hit by more than 263 million cyber attacks in the first half of 
2019. Includes details of the ransomware attack on the NHS in 2017, which affected hospital trusts and GP surgeries (cost 
£19m in lost output plus £73m to recover/restore computer systems). Highlights the need for a rolling programme of 
protection from cyber attacks and for cyber security to be integrated into budgets. Discusses the availability of free tools 
and advice on cyber security, and protection offered by cyber insurance. Includes examples of global cyber security 
incidents: the City of Albany, New York; an attack on the Canadian government online portals; and an attack on Ukrainian 
electricity distribution companies. 

 
 
Ford, Martin Ref No: A66358 

Finding more funding (local government finance), IN MJ, 4 Feb 2021, pp10-11 

Journal article. 

 

2021     Pages: 2   

Discusses the challenges facing local government finance officers in England in the wake of the coronavirus (COVID-19) 
pandemic. Explains that council incomes have been affected by lockdowns, expenditure has risen as demand for services 
has increased, and the prospect of a recession has implications for business rates and council tax levels. Highlights 
support from the government in the form of grants to help councils through the pandemic. Looks at evidence of the extra 

work involved in administering grants and dealing with the pandemic, uncertainties arising as a results of the pandemic 
and the difficulties involved in financial planning in local authorities. Notes that while government grants have helped 
some local authorities stabilise their finances in the short term, a longer term approach is needed to help balance 
budgets. Highlights calls from Solace and others involved in local government finance for a long-term sustainable solution. 

 
 
Haddon, Catherine; Sasse, Tom; Tetlow, Gemma Ref No: B57192 

Lifting lockdown in 2021: the next phase of the government’s coronavirus strategy 

Institute for Government 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/fpoi30rxWEd) 

2021     Pages: 17   

Argues that a fourth national lockdown in England in response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic will represent a 
serious failure of governance, and offers advice on what the government needs to do to avoid this. Sets out how the 
government can optimise its strategy, and makes the following recommendations: the roadmap must be agreed by the 
whole cabinet; economic policies made in the Treasury need to be aligned with the government roadmap; the 

government must set out what metrics and data it will use to make decisions; the government must explain how it will 
monitor and adapt its approach; the government should be realistic about what is required of hotel quarantine, contact 
tracing and self-isolation; the government’s communications strategy must not return to the mistakes of last year, and 
above all should be fair and consistent. Includes a timeline of UK government coronavirus lockdowns from March 2020 to 
March 2021. 

 
 

http://informationservice.idoxgroup.com/iii/customerarea/infoservice/search.do?action=showDocument&refno=A66367
http://informationservice.idoxgroup.com/iii/customerarea/infoservice/search.do?action=showDocument&refno=A66358
http://informationservice.idoxgroup.com/iii/customerarea/infoservice/search.do?action=showDocument&refno=B57192
http://ow.ly/fpoi30rxWEd
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Association for Public Service Excellence Ref No: B57193 

The impact of Covid-19 on performance management in UK local government: April-June 2020 

Association for Public Service Excellence (APSE) 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/SiaT30rxWCb) 

2021     Pages: 19   

Assesses the impact of coronavirus (COVID-19) on a range of front-line local government services. Presents analysis of 
the following during the first quarter of 2020: expenditure; income; impact on employees; service standards; service 
requests; service usage; works data; streetscene (parks and street cleansing); cemeteries and crematoria; refuse 
collection; and fuel consumption. Notes that each service has faced additional spend as a result of Covid-19, and that 
services have faced their own additional costs. Reports that income lost against anticipated budget for the first quarter is 
on average over £1.5 million for leisure, nearly £120k for parks and nearly £100k for refuse collection. Suggests that the 
impact of the pandemic on staff may affect performance on productivity for the 2020-21 data collection in the coming 
year. 

 
 

Back to contents 

 

Management and organisational development 

 
Fisher, Colin M; Amabile, Teresa M; Pillemer, Julianna Ref No: A66370 

How to help (without micromanaging): new research points to three strategies, IN Harvard 

Business Review, Vol 99 No 1 Jan-Feb 2021, pp123-127 
Journal article. 

 

2021     Pages: 5   

Looks at how to provide managerial support to employees without ‘micromanaging’ or offering unnecessary or unwanted 
help. Highlights research evidence which shows that when employees get hands-on managerial support they perform 
better than when left to their own devices, but that unnecessary or unwanted help can have strong negative emotional 
and physiological reactions, and can be demoralizing and counterproductive. Looks at how it might be possible to 

intervene constructively. Draws on research carried out over the last 10 years which examines how leaders effectively 
offer help without being perceived as micromanagers, and includes: observations from various companies, including a 
strategy consulting firm (‘ConsultCo’); the findings from a qualitative study, using daily diaries and weekly interviews, of a 
design consultancy (pseudonym: GlowDesign); and two behavioural experiments. Highlights three key strategies for being 
a hands-on manager or leader without micromanaging: time your help so it comes when people are ready for it; clarify 
that your role is to offer assistance; and align the rhythm of your involvement— its intensity and frequency —with 
employee’s specific needs. Suggests that these guidelines might be especially valuable for helping teams that are 
physically separated, as so many are during the ongoing coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. 

 
 

Back to contents 

 

Equalities and diversity 

 
Michael, Lucy Ref No: B57146 

Black lives matter? Attitudes to minorities and migrants in Northern Ireland 

ARK (Access Research Knowledge) 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/hehD30rwWsF) 

2021     Pages: 8 Publisher’s price: na  

Examines racism in Northern Ireland, exploring social attitudes towards Black, minority ethnic and indigenous people, and 
attitudes to immigration and refugees. Uses data from the Northern Ireland Life and Times (NILT) Survey and Young Life 
and Times (YLT) Survey. Finds that in 2019, 29% described themselves as prejudiced against people of minority ethnic 

http://informationservice.idoxgroup.com/iii/customerarea/infoservice/search.do?action=showDocument&refno=B57193
http://ow.ly/SiaT30rxWCb
http://informationservice.idoxgroup.com/iii/customerarea/infoservice/search.do?action=showDocument&refno=A66370
http://informationservice.idoxgroup.com/iii/customerarea/infoservice/search.do?action=showDocument&refno=B57146
http://ow.ly/hehD30rwWsF
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communities; 69% said they were not prejudiced. Reports that 16% of YLT respondents said they were prejudiced; 73% 

claimed they were not. Notes that 45% of YLT respondents had witnessed racist bullying or harassment in school. Reveals 
that 61% of NILT, and 52% of YLT respondents agreed that the culture and traditions of minority ethnic groups add to 
the richness and diversity of Northern Ireland society. Determines that attitudes to Black, minority ethnic and indigenous 
groups have not improved since 2016, fewer people reported having Black or eastern European friends in 2019 than in 
previous years, and the proportion who claimed to have Black friends was lower than any time in the previous decade. 
Establishes that 65% of NILT and 58% of YLT respondents felt that it is our duty to provide protection to refugees 
escaping persecution. Explains, finally, that 39% of NILT and 28% of YLT respondents thought that Northern Ireland is a 
society that welcomes refugees. 

 
 
Todd, Zara; Munro, Ellie Ref No: B57149 

Hidden leaders: disability leadership in civil society 

ACEVO 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/dSEn30rwWuo) 

2021     Pages: 35 Publisher’s price: na  

Explores how the Association of Chief Executives of Voluntary Organisations (ACEVO) and wider civil society can embed 
disability inclusive practice. Uses semi structured interviews with staff and board members at ACEVO, and civil society 
leaders who identify as disabled both within and external to ACEVO’s existing membership. Reports a lack of 
understanding or confusion around who is considered disabled. Reflects on how civil society understands disability, and 
where disabled people’s organisations and disability charities sit. Discusses stigma around disability and how it affects 
disclosure and employment. Assesses the accessibility and relevance of ACEVO’s offer to disabled leaders. Identifies sector 
and societal barriers which inhibit disability inclusion in the sector. Considers the capacity and confidence of civil society to 
meet the needs of diverse leaders. Addresses the visibility of disabled leaders and the missed opportunity to learn from 
them. Makes recommendations for organisations generally and for ACEVO specifically. 

 
 
Girlguiding Ref No: B57162 

Back in lockdown: girls’ and young women’s hopes and fears for the future 

Girlguiding UK 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/YeNs30rxjgH) 

2021     Pages: 11 Publisher’s price: na  

Presents the findings of research which examined areas impacting on the lives of girls and young women across the UK 
during the current coronavirus (COVID-19) lockdown, including their: mental health and wellbeing; education and 
connecting (learning at home, social media, participating in communities); and concerns and hopes for the future. Draws 
on a survey of 1,881 Girlguiding members. Reveals how girls and young women aged 4-18 are coping during the latest 
national lockdown and with the changes that have occurred in their lives over the past year. Finds that: over half (53%) 
of girls and young women across all age groups say the pandemic and latest lockdown has negatively affected their 
mental health; loneliness has increased for girls this lockdown, with 42% agreeing they feel this more compared to how 
they felt in March 2020; being outdoors and in nature has helped girls and young people feel better – 74% aged 4 to 7, 
69% aged 8 to 10, 56% aged 11 to 14 and 48% aged 15 to 18 said this; and 82% of all girls report they feel more 
hopeful now the vaccination programme is rolling out. 

 
 
Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development Ref No: B57169 

Inclusion at work: perspectives on LGBT+ working lives 

Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD) 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/W9CT30rx6fl) 

2021     Pages: 46 Publisher’s price: na  

Explores the experiences of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender plus (LGBT+) employees in the workplace, drawing on 
data from a range of surveys. Outlines the background to the study, highlighting the range of inclusion and other 
challenges LGBT+ workers face. Discusses LGBT+ employee experiences relating to: conflict at work; quality of work 
experiences; job attitudes; and wellbeing outcomes. Explores the unique experiences of transgender and non-binary 
workers relating to: trans identity; organisational support; allyship support and advocacy; and impact of the coronavirus 

http://informationservice.idoxgroup.com/iii/customerarea/infoservice/search.do?action=showDocument&refno=B57149
http://ow.ly/dSEn30rwWuo
http://informationservice.idoxgroup.com/iii/customerarea/infoservice/search.do?action=showDocument&refno=B57162
http://ow.ly/YeNs30rxjgH
http://informationservice.idoxgroup.com/iii/customerarea/infoservice/search.do?action=showDocument&refno=B57169
http://ow.ly/W9CT30rx6fl
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(COVID-19) pandemic. Presents recommendations for human resource professionals to develop more inclusive workplaces 

for LGBT+ employees. Considers the ways in which policymakers should respond to promote LGBT+ equality at work, and 
presents details of further resources on supporting LGBT+ people in the workplace. 

 
 

Back to contents 

 

Business and economy 

 
Berry, Jake; King, Nick Ref No: B57142 

A northern big bang: unleashing investment in the north 

Centre for Policy Studies (CPS) 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/Y1Am30rwX5u) 

2021     Pages: 26 Publisher’s price: na  

Presents proposals for attracting investment in the North of England’s economy to deliver productivity gains, economic 
growth and higher wages, in the context of, and in response to, the belief that the region was being neglected and 
ignored, prompting, it is argued, many people to vote for Brexit and for the Conservatives at the 2019 general election. 
Considers the economy and investment in the North of England compared to other regions, and regional inequality in the 
UK against that of other countries. Looks at solutions for encouraging private sector investment. Makes recommendations 
including: updating pension scheme rules to encourage more investment into northern infrastructure; allowing the 
writing-off of all capital expenditure; creating a new initial investment incentive to drive a green industrial revolution; 
making major planning decisions in weeks rather than years; creating a new northern infrastructure bond aimed at global 
investors, and a northern recovery bond to allow local investors to support growth; and creating a new growth board for 
the north. Concludes that these can help to unlock investment, creating jobs, opportunities and growth across the North 
of England. 

 
 
Longlands, Sarah; Johns, Marcus; Round, Anna Ref No: B57144 

Anchor, belong, connect: the future of town centres 

IPPR North 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/PG9l30rwCXO) 

2021     Pages: 44 Publisher’s price: na  

Presents the final report of the Liverpool City Region Town Centres Commission, looking at the future role and recovery of 
town centres in Liverpool City Region, and considering how town centres have changed, and the challenges and 
opportunities that this presents post-coronavirus (COVID-19). Draws on interviews with stakeholders from five case study 
town centres. Outlines the commissioners’ vision for the future of town centres across the city region. Identifies three key 
roles that town centres play: anchor social, cultural, and economic value; belong to communities, providing a local focus 
in the city region; connect people and places within and beyond the city region. Makes recommendations in relation to 
each of these. Discusses the challenges for town centres and opportunities pre- and post-COVID-19. Concludes by 
reflecting on the purposes town centres can fulfil post-COVID-19. 

 
 
Riley, Rebecca et al Ref No: B57158 

West Midlands weekly economic impact monitor (No 46) 

West Midlands Regional Economic Development Institute (WM REDI) 

(Briefing available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/If1M30rxAoG) 

2021     Pages: 35 Publisher’s price: na  

Presents a weekly monitor considering the impacts of the coronavirus (COVID-19) on the economy, produced by the West 
Midlands Regional Economic Development Institute (WM REDI). Brings together data and intelligence from the WM REDI 
partnership, with the aim of helping regional partners to shape responses and interventions to boost the region’s 
resilience. Notes that this week continues to see the success of vaccine rollout; the Midlands has successfully provided the 
most 1st and 2nd doses of the vaccines out of any region in England, which is particularly important given the region has 

http://informationservice.idoxgroup.com/iii/customerarea/infoservice/search.do?action=showDocument&refno=B57142
http://ow.ly/Y1Am30rwX5u
http://informationservice.idoxgroup.com/iii/customerarea/infoservice/search.do?action=showDocument&refno=B57144
http://ow.ly/PG9l30rwCXO
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the highest reported hospital admissions; and the region has recently published its Digital roadmap – research carried out 

by WM REDI shows that early adoption (such as 5G) has long term positive impacts and is key to growth. Looks at the 
global, national and regional outlook, highlighting that China has now become the EU’s largest trading partner, overtaking 
the US in 2020. Summarises the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor which looks at the policy remedies for the recovery of 
entrepreneurship following the Covid-19 pandemic. Discusses a new paper looking at economic and financial shocks and 
the impact they have across regions. Considers the findings of a report on the role of early adoption of digital 
technologies. Provides a summary of latest published research related to homeworking, and access to green space and 
the role of planning. Presents statistics on infection rates and the latest figures on weekly deaths and transport use. 
Highlights the Office for National Statistics (ONS) weekly indicators, providing data about the condition of the UK society 
and economy and the impact of the pandemic, covering: footfall, VAT returns, final results from Wave 23 of the Business 
Impact of Coronavirus Survey (BICS), national company incorporations and voluntary dissolution applications, 
experimental online jobs advert indices and Wave 44 of the Opinions and Lifestyle Survey (OPN). 

 
 
Ray, Debika Ref No: A66361 

The word on the street (the future of retail), IN Building, No 1 22 Jan 2021, pp28-30 

Journal article. 

 

2021     Pages: 3   

Considers the future of the retail sector, shopping and high streets following the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. 
Outlines the significant impact of the pandemic on retail companies and shopping centres across the UK, highlighting the 
increase in online retailing and the effects on homeworking on city centres. Discusses what changes might be expected in 
retailing and high streets in future, including improved public realm, more flexible landlord/tenant models and converting 
retail buildings to office, residential and other uses. Considers the future of retail parks and shopping developments 
located on the outskirts of towns, including conversion to provide residential accommodation, community facilities or 
distribution centres for online retailers. Highlights the increased use of suburban centres arising from increased 
homeworking during the pandemic, and the number of high street pedestrian and low-traffic schemes taking place across 
London. 

 
 
Jung, Carsten; Dibb, George; Patel, Parth Ref No: B57163 

Boost it like Biden: why the UK needs an economic stimulus about four times the size of that 

currently planned, matching the ambition of the US, to restart the UK economy 
Institute for Public Policy Research (IPPR) 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/KWWZ30rxfoE) 

2021     Pages: 12   

Suggests that if the UK is to restart the economy as quickly as possible post-coronavirus (COVID-19) and minimise long-
term scarring effects on businesses, workers and families, it needs to match the ambition of the new Biden administration 
in the United States. Highlights the range of plans for the US including a proposed $1.9 trillion stimulus package aimed at 
revitalising the US’s economy after the pandemic and supporting struggling families. Explains that the planned UK 
stimulus is less than a quarter of that envisioned by the US, adjusted by the size of the economy. Estimates that an 
ambition similar to that of the US would be needed to get the UK economy back on track, otherwise the country risks 
falling into a ‘stagnation trap’. Builds on previous work on stimulus, and argues that Rishi Sunak should set out a recovery 
plan worth £190 billion or 8.6% of GDP. Proposes measures targeted at supporting businesses, workers, families and 
households hardest hit by the pandemic, and investing in public services to stimulate demand and foster the growth of 
future-proof sectors (eg health and social care, green industries). Addresses concerns that a stimulus could raise inflation 
in the UK. Forecasts three possible profiles of the UK’s coronavirus epidemic for the next 18 months in terms of cases, 
hospitalisations, mechanical ventilation requirement and deaths. 

 
 

http://informationservice.idoxgroup.com/iii/customerarea/infoservice/search.do?action=showDocument&refno=A66361
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Breach, Anthony Ref No: B57194 

Core cities: the impact of the first wave of Covid-19 - executive summary 

Centre for Cities 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/NBGp30rxVqh) 

2021     Pages: 16   

Looks at the economic impact of the coronavirus (COVID-19) on the UK’s 11 largest cities (Core Cities). Considers the 
impact of the pandemic on labour markets. Reports that the core cities have not experienced the worst shocks, either in 
terms of unemployment or furlough, and suggests that those in lower skilled jobs have been more exposed to the impact 
of the crisis, while those in higher-skilled jobs have been able to continue to work despite the disruption. Looks at how 
city centres, the high street, and spending has changed. Indicates that the decline in spending by residents on non-
essential items in physical shops has been deepest within the Core Cities’ city centres. Reports that, in the summer of 
2020 smaller cities saw a gradual return close to pre-pandemic trends, while London and large cities had still not seen 
their post-lockdown weekday highs match their pre-pandemic weekend lows. Suggests that this trend has been driven by 
home working, and that the struggles of Core Cities’ city centres are unlikely to improve until people return to their places 
of work. Looks at changes in mobility as a result of the pandemic, noting that private vehicle and public transport usage 
fell from the beginning of the first lockdown. Reports that car usage recovered later in 2020, leading to the return of air 
pollution to pre-pandemic levels. Argues that this suggests that if working from home were to become permanent it would 
not solve urban policy problems such as congestion and pollution, and may make them worse. Makes recommendations 
for local authorities, based on these findings, including: encouraging greater use of public transport, tackling air pollution, 
monitoring commercial property trends, and improving local skills. 

 
 
House of Commons Environmental Audit Committee Ref No: B57160 

Growing back better: putting nature and net zero at the heart of the economic recovery - third 
report of session 2019–21 (HC 347) 
The Stationery Office (TSO) 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/5a9h30rxfHl) 

2021     Pages: 86   

Explores the possibility of aligning the economic recovery from the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic with nature and net 
zero and how the UK might ‘grow back better’. Draws on information from an inquiry into a ‘green’ economic recovery 
based on written and oral evidence. Discusses: zoonotic diseases (disease spread from animals to humans); the 
emergence of coronavirus seen as a symptom of ecological disruption; environmental challenges – biodiversity loss, 
climate change, environmental pollution; and the impact of lockdowns on carbon emissions and air pollution. Highlights 
the policy response to the economic crisis and looks at how investment in nature recovery can be used to create jobs, 
improve health well-being and enhance the UK’s resilience. Assesses measures the Bank of England has taken to stimulate 
an economic recovery including the Covid Corporate Financing Facility. Discusses the imposition of sustainability 
conditions, bond purchasing, and pricing climate change risk. Consider the government’s plan for a green industrial 
revolution and its infrastructure investment plans. Highlights priority areas for net zero investment – transport (hydrogen 
power, electric vehicles, road building), industry (carbon capture, decarbonisation) and buildings (energy efficiency, Green 
Homes Grant, new build vs retrofit). Highlights the benefits of investing in nature recovery and providing access to green 
space. Looks at mechanisms to finance a green recovery eg the Sovereign Green Bond and a National Infrastructure 
Bank. Considers the potential of carbon pricing/ tax incentives. 

 
 
Cominetti, Nye et al Ref No: B57170 

Long Covid in the labour market: the impact on the labour market of Covid-19 a year into the 

crisis, and how to secure a strong recovery 
Resolution Foundation 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/87cv30rxoNM) 

2021     Pages: 72 Publisher’s price: na  

Examines the impact of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic on the labour market across the UK, drawing on the 
findings of a survey of UK adults, and presents policy recommendations to support economic recovery. Outlines the 
background to the study and identifies lessons learned from the COVID-19 crisis so far. Looks at the economic impact of 
the January 2021 lockdown in comparison to previous lockdown episodes. Considers the cumulative impact of the crisis, 
focusing on individuals who have been furloughed or unemployed for large periods; Explores the experiences of self-

http://informationservice.idoxgroup.com/iii/customerarea/infoservice/search.do?action=showDocument&refno=B57194
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employed people in relation to the crisis and central government support schemes. Looks at the prospects and challenges 

for economic recovery, including workers' fears about job losses. Identifies the ways in which government can continue to 
support workers and promote a strong recovery of the labour market and national economy. 

 
 

Back to contents 

 

Employment, jobs and careers 

 
Wilson, Tony; Papoutsaki, Dafni Ref No: B57143 

An unequal crisis: the impact of the pandemic on the youth labour market 

Youth Futures Foundation 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/Pf7P30rwCX1) 

2021     Pages: 22 Publisher’s price: na  

Presents analysis of trends in youth participation in education and employment during the coronavirus (COVID-19) 
pandemic. Draws on the Labour Force Survey (LFS), particularly the Quarterly LFS covering the first lockdown period, and 
its easing. Sets out the main impacts of the crisis on youth employment and participation, and looks at how these have 
affected young people at key transition points. Describes changes in the sorts of jobs that young people are doing, and 
how these have contributed to the headline declines in youth employment. Examines how these labour market impacts 
have manifested themselves differently for men and women, by ethnicity and in different regions and nations. Finds that 
men, Black and Asian young people, and those living in southern England, Scotland and Wales have seen the most 
significant falls in employment. Determines that negative impacts are generally greater at younger ages than older, with 
particularly steep falls when young people would be making transitions from learning to work. Establishes that 
employment falls were steepest in job types most affected by social distancing such as hospitality, caring, leisure and 
construction. Concludes that many young people will benefit from the recovery, as those sectors that employ large 
numbers of young workers reopen, but these benefits are unlikely to be enough to outweigh the damage done. 

 
 
Anon. Ref No: A66365 

Managing Long COVID, IN Labour Research, Vol 110 No 1 Jan 2021, pp16-18 

Journal article. 

 

2021     Pages: 3   

Looks at the ways in which trade unions are seeking to improve support for workers with continuing and recurring 
coronavirus (COVID-19) symptoms. Outlines the symptoms of 'Long COVID' and the extent to which it is occurring 
throughout the UK, suggesting that around half a million people were living with Long COVID by end of August 2020. 
Discusses the action needed to support those living with persistent, ongoing COVID symptoms, including legal 
requirements on employers to make reasonable adjustments for workers suffering from Long COVID. Considers the ways 
in which trade unions can support workers with Long COVID, including maintaining risk registers, encouraging employer 
action and supporting national political and legal campaigns. Considers whether Long COVID should be classed as a 
disability under the Equality Act 2010. 

 
 

Back to contents 
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Education and skills 

 
Children’s Commissioner for Wales Ref No: B57147 

Building blocks: inclusion in the foundation phase 

Children's Commissioner for Wales 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/V6f130rwtJx) 

2020     Pages: 30 Publisher’s price: na  

Looks at support for children aged 3-8 with Social Emotional Behavioural Difficulties (SEBD) in Wales. Uses analysis of 
cases from the Children’s Commissioner for Wales’s Investigation and Advice service, a survey of local authorities, a 
literature review, focus groups with education professionals, an interview with a head teacher. Identifies common themes 
in cases involving children being excluded and isolated, including gaps in educational provision, confusing processes of 
referral, and delays in meeting needs. Notes incidences of unlawful exclusions experienced by Foundation Phase-aged 
children. Determines that a significant number of children in the Foundation Phase receive more than one fixed-term 
exclusion a year. Establishes that some children in Foundation Phase are being taught in isolation or on significantly 
reduced timetables. Describes common areas of challenge for children with SEBD, and challenges in classroom 
environments for children and the professionals supporting them. Discusses areas of whole school provision that enable 
better provision for children with SEBD. Notes education professionals’ frustration at the current approach to joined up 
working. Makes recommendations to enable early support and intervention that leaves no young child excluded from 
education in the Foundation Phase. 

 
 
Pósch, Krisztián; Jackson, Jonathan Ref No: B57154 

Police in the classroom: evaluation of a three-wave cluster-randomised controlled trial 

London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE) 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/xpWI30rwWll) 

2021     Pages: 56 Publisher’s price: na  

Examines the impact of officers getting involved in school education, where they meet young people in their space, and 
present sessions designed to engage and encourage discussion. Uses a clustered-block-randomised research design and a 
three-wave panel with 13-15-year-old students from 81 schools across England and Wales. Finds that it is beneficial to 
have police officers rather than teachers give a lesson on drugs and the law. Determines that the intervention significantly 
improved attitudes towards the police both short term and long term, and also helped students to learn new concepts. 
Establishes that the effects of the intervention were similar, regardless of the gender or ethnicity of the participant, the 
diversity in the area where the pupil lived, or previous experiences with the police. Suggests that police officers engaging 
with schools in this way may help foster the type of positive experiences that generate a mutual sense of trust and 
legitimacy. Concludes that, rather than young people largely having interactions with police officers out in the street, 
where the officers are acting in a regulatory capacity, they have more humanised interactions in their early teenage years 
that can help foster a sense of trust between police and young people. 

 
 
Sibieta, Luke; Cottell, Josh Ref No: B57166 

Education reopening and catch-up support across the UK 

Education Policy Institute (EPI) 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/qwCm30rxowz) 

2021     Pages: 44   

Compares the education catch up plans, plans designed to help pupils following the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, of 
the four UK nations, and examines how the different nations approached the reopening of schools in summer 2020. 
Describes the early education and childcare sector in terms of trends in case numbers, providers open for business, 
attendance rates and levels of financial support. Compares school attendance levels during the autumn term. Details the 
support available for pupils with special educational needs and disabilities. Highlights variations between countries in their 
approaches to providing free school meals when schools were closured. Finds that: the proportion of early years providers 
that were open for business increased between June and October and remained fairly stable for the rest of the autumn 
term; school attendance rates were highest in Scotland over the 2020 autumn term; across all four nations, attendance 
rates were higher for younger age groups; and attendance rates were generally lower in deprived areas. Reveals that in 
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terms of catch up support: the Department for Education in England has committed to about £1.2bn or £174 per pupil; 

the Scottish Government has provided £140m or £200 per pupil; the Welsh Government has provided about £40m or £88 
per pupil; and the Northern Ireland Executive has provided about £28m or about £82 per pupil. Suggests that 
policymakers provide more catch-up funding, especially targeted at the most disadvantaged pupils. 

 
 

Back to contents 

 

Housing 

 
Lane, Laura; Power, Anne; Provan, Bert Ref No: B57153 

Opening doors: an evaluation of the London Borough of Newham's Housing First Pilot Project 

Centre for Analysis of Social Exclusion (CASE), London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE) 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/Rzhk30rwChn) 

2021     Pages: 63 Publisher’s price: na  

Presents an evaluation of a Housing First pilot project - a new model of providing support for entrenched rough sleepers, 
providing people with permanent housing as quickly as possible – in the London Borough of Newham (LBN). Draws on 
evidence from participants in the project and on the outcomes for them, and a review of the literature. Explains what 
Housing First is and its origins. Looks at the wider context of homelessness and rough sleeping in England. Discusses 
homelessness and rough sleeping in Newham. Describes the Housing First pilot project in Newham. Examines who is 
being helped by Housing First in Newham. Considers whether the Newham Housing First Pilot has met its objectives. 
Assesses whether Housing First is good value for money. Reflects on what can be learned from Housing First in other local 
authorities to help shape development of Housing First in LBN. Concludes that in most of the cases the objectives have 
been met, and the Housing First pilot in Newham has successfully demonstrated that it should be a viable service option. 
Makes recommendations for a scaled up intervention. 

 
 
Centre for Social Justice Ref No: B57190 

Close to home: delivering a national Housing First programme in England 

Centre for Social Justice (CSJ) 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/Rd4z30rxWA3) 

2021     Pages: 115   

Makes the case for a national Housing First programme in England, and draws on recent learning to map out what this 
should entail. Explains that, instead of asking people to move into temporary accommodation and demonstrate their 
‘tenancy-readiness’, Housing First provides housing alongside intensive, person-centred support for people with multiple 
challenges such as serious mental health issues and drug or alcohol dependency. Argues that Housing First should be at 
the heart of the government’s strategic response to ending rough sleeping, alongside a wider range of interventions 
tailored to meet the wide spectrum of individual needs. Looks at the scale and profile of rough sleeping and single 
homelessness in England, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and how the government is tackling the problem. Draws 
on early lessons emerging from three city region pilots in the West Midlands, Greater Manchester and Liverpool to show 
that Housing First is an effective way of ending rough sleeping for people whose homelessness is compounded by multiple 
disadvantage. Sets out proposals to help shape a national Housing First programme, including funding support services, 
increasing availability of housing and arrangements underpinning effective delivery. 
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Commission of the Archbishops of Canterbury and York on Housing, Church and Community Ref No: B57191 

Coming home: tackling the housing crisis together 

Archbishop of Canterbury 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/aw9r30rxWvh) 

2021     Pages: 125   

Assesses England’s housing crisis, and sets out actions for the Church of England, government and other stakeholders for 
building better communities and more truly affordable homes. Argues that what has been missing from the housing 
debate is a positive vision of what good housing looks like, and suggests that a home should be: sustainable, safe, stable, 
sociable and satisfying. Observes that the housing crisis will not be solved without a willingness of homeowners, 
landlords, developers, landowners and government to make sacrifices in order to support the wellbeing of the poorest in 
society. Assesses the current housing crisis in England, focusing on the shortage of truly affordable housing, and calls for 
a new approach. Explains how the Church of England plans to make a substantial contribution to solving the housing crisis 
at national, diocesan and parish levels, including the sale of church land and buildings for social and environmental, as 
well as economic, benefit. Makes recommendations for government, including the development of a coherent, long-term 
housing strategy, focusing particularly on those in the greatest need, greater protection for private sector tenants, and the 
removal of unsafe cladding on all residential blocks. Provides case studies and examples of good practice. 

 
 
Lyons, Gerard Ref No: B57167 

Helping generation rent become generation buy: addressing housing market challenges 

Policy Exchange 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/oMsp30rx6hW) 

2021     Pages: 32  ISBN: 9781913459550 

Looks at ways of addressing some of the challenges facing the UK housing market in order to help generation rent 
become generation buy. Highlights the need for policies to address challenges in the housing market on the demand side. 
Discusses some of the demand side challenges including the factors driving affordability. Highlights the current reliance on 
‘bank of mum and dad’ and the government’s Help to Buy (HTB) for a deposit or assistance needed to help first time 
buyers. Describes a number of government policy interventions introduced to help buyers such as HTB and temporary 
freezes in stamp duty. Suggests that some of these interventions have resulted in higher house prices, exacerbating the 
challenges facing buyers and argues that there needs to be a shift away from direct interventions. Highlights a number of 
policy implications: the most immediate issue that needs to be addressed is more supply of affordable properties – a 
house building boom is needed; challenges on the demand side need to be addressed – the government’s focus should 
shift to helping first time buyers gain access to mortgage finance eg blended mortgage products, and the current stamp 
duty holiday should become permanent with stamp duty being abolished on lower valued properties. 

 
 
Katey Twyford; Porteus, Jeremy Ref No: B57168 

Housing for people with dementia: are we ready? 

All Party Parliamentary Group on Housing and Care for Older People 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/Q5MU30rxoMs) 

2021     Pages: 50   

Presents the findings of an inquiry into housing for people with dementia. Draws on evidence presented via virtual 
sessions and written submissions, research and analysis undertaken to understand the housing implications of people 
living with dementia. Includes information gathered from interviews with older people, carers, and staff working in the 
NHS, designing or providing housing and/or commissioning adult social care services. Explores older people’s housing 
experiences and their experiences of living with dementia. Looks at the links between housing, health, and social care and 
planning for possible housing options available for people affected by dementia. Discusses the design of new homes for 
people affected by dementia and the importance of housing choice. Looks at planning for dementia-friendly communities 
or neighbourhoods and ways to increase the supply of specialist dementia-friendly housing. Highlights changes and 
adaptations that can be made to existing homes to improve the wellbeing of people affected by dementia. Considers the 
role of innovative technology and highlights examples eg the INVITE Project (promoting INclusive liVing vIa Technology-
Enabled support). Makes policy and practice recommendations to central and local government and others to ensure 
dementia-readiness. Suggests incorporating design and technology features set out in new dementia-ready HAPPI 
(Housing our Ageing Population Panel for Innovation) design principles within all new housing for older people. Includes 
examples of good practice eg Housing 21, a dementia-friendly organisation. 
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Soresi/University of Cambridge Ref No: B57173 

Shared ownership market review 2020 

University of Cambridge 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/Nf8u30rx6d3) 

2021     Pages: 68 Publisher’s price: na  

Examines the development of the shared ownership housing market in England, drawing on the findings of a survey of 
shared ownership providers. Explains that shared ownership has been available for 50 years, provides a route to 
affordable home ownership and offers different schemes aimed at different groups. Presents a range of information about 
the shared ownership sector in England, including: size of sector; shared ownership units built or under construction; 
market values and shares; leases, rents and charges; arrears and repossessions; and buyer satisfaction. Explores the 
views of providers on the new shared ownership model proposed by central government, including impact on demand and 
delivery. Presents a shared ownership lender case study and considers whether the model is an attractive proposition for 
lenders and investors. 

 
 

Back to contents 

 

Planning, development and property 

 
Man, Pui-Guan Ref No: A66357 

Regional completions leap as pipelines shrink (office and residential property developments), IN 

EG, No 2105 6 Feb 2021, p21 
Journal article. 

 

2021     Pages: 1   

Looks at levels of office and residential property development scheme completions in four regional cities across the UK 
during 2020. Indicates that, despite delays caused by the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, the amount of office space 
delivered across Leeds, Belfast, Manchester and Birmingham rose by 28% in 2020 but office space under construction 
declined by 16%. Explains that new home completions surged by nearly 67% across Leeds, Birmingham and Manchester, 
but there were no new homes in Belfast, and more new student accommodation was delivered across all four cities. 
Highlights a trend towards providing outdoor space and community facilities as part of new residential developments, and 
an increased focus on localism and commitment to small independent businesses. 

 
 
Moreno, Carlos et al Ref No: A66391 

Introducing the “15-Minute city”: sustainability, resilience and place identity in future post-
pandemic cities, IN Smart Cities, Vol 4 Jan 2021, pp93-111 
Journal article. 

(Article available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/lNmI30rxT72) 

2021     Pages: 19   

Introduces the concept of the “15-minute city”, describes its origins and considers its future directions. Notes that, while 
cars have provided numerous benefits in terms of mobility, they have also had negative impacts on the environment and 
biodiversity, and traffic congestion has resulted in time and economic losses. Observes that the coronavirus (COVID-19) 
pandemic has provided an unlikely boost to the move towards sustainability in cities, including measures to encourage 
walking and cycling, greater use of local shops and local green spaces. Introduces the concept of the “15-minute city” and 
explains that it advocates the ability of locals to access all of their basic essentials at distances that would not take them 
more than 15 minutes by foot or bicycle. Considers the 15-minute city concept in the context of smart cities. Presents a 
framework with four dimensions that could be incorporated with the original 15-minute city concept: density; proximity; 
diversity; and digitalization. Concludes that the implementation of the 15-minute city will require further research to 
scrutinise the importance and connections of these four dimensions. 

http://informationservice.idoxgroup.com/iii/customerarea/infoservice/search.do?action=showDocument&refno=B57173
http://ow.ly/Nf8u30rx6d3
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HM Government Ref No: B57172 

Planning for sustainable growth in the Oxford-Cambridge Arc: an introduction to the Oxford-

Cambridge Arc spatial framework 
Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/6vJ930rxp4p) 

2021     Pages: 25 Publisher’s price: na  

Presents the UK Government's proposals for developing a long-term spatial development framework covering the Oxford-
Cambridge Arc. Explains why a new approach is required to planning for strategic growth, and why the Oxford-Cambridge 
Arc spanning five counties has been selected. Outlines the core principles of the new spatial framework and what it will 
mean for the Arc's economy, environment, housing and transport/infrastructure. Describes the way in which the spatial 
framework will be developed, including an indicative timeline, status and use of data/digital tools. Outlines the 
collaborative approach to be taken to developing the spatial framework and the ways in which local partners and residents 
can get involved in the process. 

 
 

Back to contents 

 

Environment 

 
Coyne, Katie Ref No: A66371 

No vaccine for climate change (local authorities and climate emergency), IN Environmental 

Health News, Vol 36 No 1 Feb 2021, pp12, 14-16 
Journal article. 

2021     Pages: 4   

Looks at the ways in which local authorities can take action to address the climate emergency, drawing on good practice 
examples involving councils. Suggests that the first step for local authorities should be to ensure that all council buildings 
and transport become carbon neutral. Discusses the need to promote partnership working between local authorities and 

local stakeholders, highlighting action by Warwick and Lancaster councils, and the importance of supporting system 
change in procurement and other services and developing community-led initiatives. Considers the time and resource 
constraints facing local authorities, and the difficulties arising from poor central government implementation of large scale 
plans and schemes. Presents a case study looking at action taken by Oxford City Council to work in partnership to develop 
local climate change initiatives. 

 
 
United Nations Environment Programme Ref No: B57171 

Making peace with nature: a scientific blueprint to tackle the climate, biodiversity and pollution 

emergencies 
United Nations Environment Programme 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/elYF30rxqwN) 

2021     Pages: 168 Publisher’s price: na  

Explores the ways in which climate change, biodiversity loss and pollution can be tackled jointly within the framework of 
United Nations' sustainable development goals, drawing on evidence from global environmental assessments. Describes 

the context for the report, highlighting the planetary emergency and the need to develop a path to a sustainable future. 
Looks at the ways in which environmental damage is putting human wellbeing and the achievement of sustainable 
development goals at risk. Explores ways in which to transform humankind's relationship with nature as the key to 
ensuring a sustainable future and global wellbeing, including addressing global environmental emergencies, utilising 
human knowledge, technology and cooperation and transforming economic, financial and productive systems. 

 
 

Back to contents 
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Transport, infrastructure and communications 

 
Paton, Nic Ref No: A66363 

Keeping the cogs turning (street lighting and Covid-19), IN Lighting Journal, Vol 86 No 2 Feb 
2021, pp38-39 
Journal article. 

 

2021     Pages: 2   

Looks at the challenges faced by Wirral Council in completing the transition of its street lighting infrastructure from 
sodium to LED lighting during the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. Highlights the scale of potential energy, carbon 
emission and financial savings arising from the transition project. Discusses the business continuity challenges presented 
by the COVID-19 pandemic, including maintaining supply chains and ensuring the continuation of socially distanced on-
site working. Describes the partnership working between the local authority, project managers and contractors to 
maintain project delivery, illustrating ways in which partners worked together to address delivery and other challenges. 

 
 

Back to contents 

 

Regeneration and community development 

 
Yates, Gregor Ref No: B57164 

Changing urban contexts: delivering a healthy and inclusive green recovery for Glasgow 

Glasgow Centre for Population Health (GCPH) 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/OMOR30rxfmd) 

2021     Pages: 49   

Looks at how learning on place-based and environmental measures can support Glasgow’s recovery and transition from 
coronavirus (COVID-19) in ways that are inclusive, sustainable and beneficial to public health. Explores the role of place 
and environmental factors in shaping health and inequality across different population groups. Highlights the role that 
housing, neighbourhood features, population density and connectivity play in shaping health, health behaviours and social 
activity in communities. Describes the Place Standard which assesses the quality of different places. Explores the 
demographic make-up and health of the population (age, sex, disability, ethnicity, mental health, smoking, physical 
activity, obesity) and how these aspects have played a role in influencing coronavirus outcomes. Examines four aspects of 
place that have influenced the population’s experience of living during the pandemic: housing – tenure types, quality; 
spatial factors – public realm, urban density, greenspace; neighbourhood resources – community support, food systems; 
and transport and travel – emissions, air quality. Assesses how the population coped during the pandemic and how 
societal changes might shape how neighbourhoods function in the future. Highlights the need for economic and social 
recovery across neighbourhoods which encompasses sustainability, inclusion and localism, with policies around: tackling 
climate change through a green recovery; placemaking for the 20-minute neighbourhood; building on ‘Spaces for People’; 
community wealth building; circular economic activity; and building community resilience. Recommends a whole systems 
approach, which encourages community participation, to support recovery. 

 
 

Back to contents 
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Health and social care 

 
Department of Health and Social Care Ref No: B57151 

Integration and innovation: working together to improve health and social care for all 

Department of Health and Social Care (DHSC) 

(White Paper available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/czY530rwE65) 

2021     Pages: 80 Publisher’s price: na ISBN: 9781528624077 

Sets out the government’s legislative proposals for a Health and Care Bill for England, placing these in the context of the 
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic and longer-term challenges facing health and care. Describes 
proposals for joined up care, integrating every part of the NHS, public health, and social care system. Presents plans for 
reducing bureaucracy in the NHS. Puts forward proposals for improving accountability and enhancing public confidence in 
the NHS. Describes other measures intended to support social care, public health and the NHS, in order to address 
specific problems or remove barriers to delivery, and maximise opportunities for improvement. Discusses non-legislative 
plans for reform, and gives an indication of the likely timing of legislation. 

 
 
Association of Directors of Public Health (ADPH) for London Ref No: B57155 

Supporting Black, Asian and minority ethnic communities during and beyond the COVID-19 

pandemic 
Association of Directors of Public Health (ADPH) 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/pEDe30rwZuf) 

2021     Pages: 8 Publisher’s price: na  

Looks at the disparities of impact of coronavirus (COVID-19) on Black, Asian and minority ethnic communities, and sets 
out the basis for an action plan to address these. Draws on published data sources. Notes that people from Black ethnic 
groups were most likely to be diagnosed; death rates were highest among Black and Asian ethnic groups; people of 
Bangladeshi ethnicity had around twice the risk of death of people of White British ethnicity; and people of Chinese, 
Indian, Pakistani, Other Asian, Caribbean, and Other Black ethnicity had between 10 and 50% higher risk of death when 
compared to White British people. Suggests that there are social and clinical determinants that contribute to such 
disparities. Explains that actions have been taken at local and regional level to address this problem, including community 

engagement with culturally specific COVID-19 public health messaging, development of culturally sensitive occupational 
risk assessments, and local conversations on racism, health inequalities and public health practice. Argues, however, that 
there are structural factors that require long term change. Concludes that racism is a public health issue, and proposes an 
action plan focusing on: trust and cohesion; co-production with communities; improving ethnicity data collection and 
research; embedding public health work in social and economic policy; and diversifying the workforce and encouraging 
systems leadership. 

 
 
MacManus, Sinead Ref No: B57159 

Dialogues about data: building trust and unlocking the value of citizens’ health and care data 

NESTA 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/9WSP30rxfpx) 

2021     Pages: 44 Publisher’s price: na ISBN: 9781913095314 

Looks at the value of sharing health and care data. Draws on interviews, existing research on how citizens feel about the 

use and sharing of health and care data and examples of practice. Explains that health and care data covers a range of 
data eg patient social media, housing and employment data. Discusses the importance of health and care data in helping 
diagnosis, provision of services and care management. Highlights two challenges that need to be addressed in order to 
reap the benefits of data-driven health and care: how to increase citizens’ trust and transparency in data sharing; and 
how to unlock the value of health and care data for individuals, for the health and care system, and for wider society. 
Examines factors which influence public trust in data sharing and considers the data sharing challenges of health apps, AI 
systems in healthcare, wearable technologies and genomic and biometric data. Explores ways of overcoming the 
challenges and new ways of engaging the public, including the role of participatory futures – techniques that engage 
people to participate in data sharing. Highlights the Data Dialogues programme, a dialogue with Scottish citizens, 
established by Nesta and the Scottish Government and which uses participatory futures techniques – including online 

http://informationservice.idoxgroup.com/iii/customerarea/infoservice/search.do?action=showDocument&refno=B57151
http://ow.ly/czY530rwE65
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games – to engage people from different places and backgrounds, as well as people with different experiences of health 

and care services. 
 
 
Audit Scotland Ref No: B57161 

NHS in Scotland 2020 

Audit Scotland 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/cpg730rxg0C) 

2021     Pages: 39 Publisher’s price: na ISBN: 9781913287412 

Outlines the response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic by the NHS in Scotland and presents an overview of the 
NHS’s financial and operational performance for 2019/20. Finds that: Scottish Government acted quickly to prevent the 
NHS from being overwhelmed by coronavirus, but it could have been better prepared – it based its initial response on the 
2011 UK Influenza Pandemic Preparedness Strategy, but did not fully implement improvements identified; NHS frontline 
staff have put themselves at risk to meet the demands presented by coronavirus, reflecting their commitment to public 
service; the NHS implemented several actions during the first wave of coronavirus that prevented it from becoming 
overwhelmed, such as increasing intensive care capacity, stopping non-urgent treatment and introducing service 
innovations such as video consultations; the Test and Protect strategy is crucial to suppressing the virus and will continue 
to be until coronavirus vaccinations are fully rolled out; and some people have been more adversely affected by 
coronavirus than others, eg those from the most deprived areas. Discusses the challenges around remobilising the full 
range of NHS services and highlights the need to learn from the pandemic. Reveals that coronavirus has exacerbated the 
existing financial and operational challenges in the NHS and is predicted to cost £1.67 billion in 2020/21. Recommends 
that the Scottish Government update and publish national pandemic guidance for health and social care as a priority. 

 
 
Hopkirk, Elizabeth Ref No: A66360 

Running on empty (Nightingale hospitals), IN Building, No 1 22 Jan 2021, pp14-17 

Journal article. 

2021     Pages: 4   

Looks at the construction and use of Nightingale field hospitals during the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. Outlines the 
reconfiguration of the first Nightingale hospital in East London to function as a mass vaccination centre from January 
2021. Discusses whether the half a billion pound cost of building and equipping Nightingale hospitals provided value for 

money, given the small numbers of patients treated in practice. Describes the key factors leading to under-utilisation, 
including lack of specialist health staff and a focus on providing intensive care rather than 'step-down' care for less sick 
patients. Discusses the achievements in building and purposing the hospitals so quickly, and outlines the current status of 
each of the seven Nightingale hospitals constructed across the UK and the overall public expenditure costs of the 
programme. 
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Crime, justice and rights 

 
Russell, Kirsten Ref No: B57185 

What works to prevent youth violence: key findings 

Scottish Government 

(Report available on the internet at: http://ow.ly/ILUb30rwYnK) 

2021     Pages: 6 Publisher’s price: NA ISBN: 9781800046382 

Reports on the most up-to-date evidence on what interventions are most effective in preventing youth violence. Defines 
youth violence as physical or non-physical violence between people aged from 10 to 29 years old. Utilises data from 
across the world to identify interventions that are effective, promising, mixed, not effective, and inconclusive. Highlights 
bullying prevention programmes and social, emotional, and life skills initiatives as being among the most effective 
interventions. Explores interventions that have promising and mixed results before concluding that deterrent and fear-
based approaches are ineffective and potentially harmful. 
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Obtaining full-text material 
 
This bulletin contains references to online reports, books and journal articles. 
 
To access the full text of items, click on the relevant reference number which links to the full item details on our database 
(you will have to login to the customer website). If your organisation’s membership includes full-text access to copyright 
material then you can then access or request documents, including journal articles. Where there is no full-text option 
provided to you via our database, you can try alternative sources such as public or institutional libraries, or the British 
Library. 
 
The URL link for online reports is provided in this bulletin, or you can access them via the website.  
 
Full members can also request postal loans of books by emailing AskTheResearchTeam@idoxgroup.com or calling 0333 
011 1694. You only have to pay for return postage. 
 

 
Copyright 

 
Any journal articles obtained through our service are protected by copyright legislation. You may not without the prior 
permission of the copyright owner:  

 

a) print out more than a single paper copy, which itself may not be further copied; 

b) retransmit the Digital Cutting to anybody else; or 

c) electronically store any copy of the document. 

 
You can find out more about copyright from the Copyright Licensing Agency 
 

 
Website and database access 
 
You will need a username and password to access our database online. If you haven’t already registered, go to 

http://informationservice.idoxgroup.com and click the ‘register here’ link underneath the Login button. 
 

 
About the Knowledge Exchange 
 
The Knowledge Exchange specialises in resources in public and social policy and practice. It is staffed by a team of 
researchers who provide tailored support to all members. 
 
Different levels of membership are available. Full members of the Knowledge Exchange benefit from: 
 

• Our online database of around 200,000 items, available 24/7 and updated daily 
• A Weekly Bulletin highlighting new reports, journal articles and books 
• Instant electronic supply of items in full text where copyright allows (otherwise loaned in hard copy) 
• Updates and personalised Alerts on specific topics of interest to you 
• Ask a Researcher – our free research and enquiry service to help you with your information needs 
• Briefings and analysis on current and emerging issues 

• A customer support team to assist you in getting the best from the service 
 

 
Contact details  
 
Mon – Fri: 9.00am–5.30pm 
Tel: 0333 011 1694 
Email: AskTheResearchTeam@idoxgroup.com   
http://informationservice.idoxgroup.com 
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